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Editors Words
Here we go again!!!  Issue 5ive alive & well!!  Doing it up again real big!!  This time around we speak to WEB & find out whats the dealy yo!!  The Esteria Graffiti Battle at Riverbank Park is covered!!  We speak to DUEL RIS about his time in.  Unfortunately this issue comes with great sadness with the loss of POSE, SACE, CEET, and da Graf Legend himself, IZ THE WIZ!  May they all Rest In Peace!!!!  DOSE MPC lets the newcomers know what it is!!!  He once claimed to be Bronx King, now we kick it with TABE TFT and he lets loose on you sukkaz.  And due to the lack of being bailed out by our Govt, we will discontinue printing & this year we will have 2 Free Ezine Editions (including this one) for the Graf Lovin stragglers we call peoples.  In the near future we will go the route of DVD/Magazine and will definitely keep da flow going strong!!  In Graf We Love!!  

100%
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My name is “WASE”. 
I was born in Hell’s 
Kitchen New York City. 
I started writing graffiti 
around 88-89. It wasn’t 
until the summer of 
92-93 when I be-
gan bombing.  I’m 
inspired to paint, 
to write, to draw, 
to get up by any 
means but,  after 
taking a long 
absence not by 
choice I began 
to paint again in 
2006. I express 
myself these 
days through a 
wide variety of 
mediums such 
as: Body Art, 
Canvas, Wood, 
Walls, Cardboard, 
etc… Using mark-
ers, acrylics, spray 
paint. Graffiti is one 
of the five elements in 
hip hop and I’ve been 
privileged to contribute 
my element to our cul-
ture. 

CONTACT

E-mail: 
waseone@
gmail.com

Website: http://
wasedspace.
blogspot.com/

FaceBook: 

Wase Won

wase

COSA INK
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I remember when IZ 
(IKE 327) started bombing with 
VINNY (FI-2, FAIN)) and one 

of his mentors CIPPY 
(PI-2). I was just a 

kid, back in 1974, 
still surface 
bombing, buses, 
no trains until 
'76 for me. But 
I watched the 

trains like a 
hawk since 1972. By then IZ had already solidified 
his legacy in the annals of graffiti lore and origins, 
for the future to bear witness.

I stayed with him at his place when he lived on 
Rockaway beach, a small room near the slabs 
where beach bums tossed basketballs. We ate 
Captain Crunch and Trix out of a box, no milk. 
He came over and stayed the night at my 
house in the bedroom community of Jackson 
Heights the night before I showed him the Varsity 
School bus yard and the Triborough Coach yard. Instead of hit-
ting them, he patted me on the back and noted that no one was 
going to hit those the way I did since I lived across the street. He 
also mentioned to me that he too had that same advantage with 
the entire IND division, originating in the gigantic A Yards. We did 
a few throwies on the garage walls in consolation.

We took the trains into uptown Manhattan instead and had a few 
Schlitz's (Blue Bulls) in a park somewhere up in the 70's or 80's 
as I recall. We sat there with SIR from TKC; also possibly present 
were RIP, EKO, ROS and maybe VEIN TKC at the time, and that 
was where I told him that I always wanted to see him hit with 
more of the IKE 327's, that I loved the power of that name. He ex-

plained to me that with a two-letter name as powerful as IZ, the 
name Ike (short for Mike), was no longer in use. I learned from 
him that night that PI-2 was his influence in a lot of ways as well 
as a short-lived partner. He always referred to him as "CIPPY" 
and not as PI. VINNY, another legend often overlooked, was IZ's 

friend as well as nemesis. Queens had it's power-team right 
there in those three guys.

Some of his greatest days ever, in 
his element, were spent 

with MIN, BIL-
ROCK, 

QUIK, and 
most of all, SACH. This 
was when IZ took on member-
ship with the RTW (Rolling Thunder Writ-
ers). He did the most work with them in the early 
80's.

Prior to that, in the late 70's, he was perhaps the strongest 
contributor to the TMB Crew. This was a lower-East-side crew 
(Manhattan) who had powerful membership and contribution 
from the likes of CAZ (CY), PEOPLE-2 or CISCO (PEO), and WEO. 

the President of TMB. IZ eventually took over the TMB position 
due to simply out-writing everyone else for a longer period and 
by sheer numbers and longevity. This of course was respectfully 
bestowed upon him by WEO. This period was 1976 - 1978, when 
I first started hitting the trains with TPA and BTC. IZ was now 
living in lower Manhattan for a short while, getting friendly with 
the residents there in TMB as well as the The Fab 5, (THE great 
LEE Quinones), and positioning himself in the world of early MTV 
fame as well as with the burgeoning art crowd. This was the very 
beginning of recognizing graffiti as a legitimate art form. IZ was 
there from the beginning, checking out the galleries and hanging 
with the players. In fact, IZ was there at the beginning of many 
things in this culture that was still in it's infancy. He was'n't 

much for clubbing, but he did hang with Debbie Harry, 
Fab 5 Freddy and other denizens (myself in-
cluded) of the fabled Mudd Club.

When the TMB crew started attacking the 
monstrous and metro-chic IND’s, (E’s, F’s and 

A’s (IZ’s homeline), there was a hot race between 
TMB, TPA, TOP, The Union, NCB and BTC as well as 

independent writers. EX-1, ROTO, SNAC, JEE-2, USE 
2, IZ, JOEY TPA (RC), DEMO, Nasty NA, UN-1, MICK-

EY (TO), VADE, JESTER, CEY, VINNY (who would later 
make a comeback on the IND’s 10 years in the fu-

ture), MINGO, EASY, and many more. I can say that no 
one crew won that race at the time, but I think in ret-

rospect, we all did what we had to do. Later on, RTW 
and QUIK would appear on the IND’s, nudging TPA, 

NCB and TMB aside. IZ was present for that historical 
event also, he remained with RTW never putting down 

the RTW or TMB mantle. He was their bearer of the torch 
and will forever be remembered by me that way. IZ never 

went to crews, they came to him. In his very beginning, for 
a brief time, P.O.G. would appear after his plainly scrawled “I” “Z”’ 
s. He dropped that soon and went on to become the ultimate 
independant writer. While many crews may claim him, he stood 
alone. He was IZ the WIZ.



Unlike so many of the contemporary writers and artists today 
who call themselves kings, I can tell you this: In all my days, 
which started in 1972 as a young kid still in my toy era and still in 
elementary school, until 1976 when I hit my first train, to the days 
of the early 80's when I quit, I have NEVER EVER heard IZ the WIZ 
go on and on about himself being a "king". I think I saw him write 
the word maybe twice or three times in his entire career. That 
would be at least 35 years as I know it. As far as talking about 
it, rarely ever if at all, did he 
spout off about how he was 
the most up or king. He let 
his actions speak louder than 
his words and 35 years later, I 
can say he was the truth. He 
put Queens, NY forever in the 
record books as having pro-
duced the most prolific writer 
of all time. The graffiti com-
munity as a whole and every 
borough and writer alive to-
day should pay their homage 
to this interesting individual, 
this person who dedicated 
himself and his life to this 
thing we call graffiti. Mike 
Martin had this thing called 
humility; personally, I always 
felt that he should have been 
on the cover of Rolling Stone 
or The Village Voice.

I remember talking on the phone with Mike a few months ago 
and he was upbeat, the same old gruff, "Noo-Yawk" guy I remem-
bered from years gone by long ago. He had moved to Florida for 
better weather. He was himself, the old man, the torch-bearer, 
the quiet legend who stood for graf in all it's purity still the tough, 
grizzled old war-horse I remembered from 1978 like it was only 
yesterday. He said to me, "Joey, I can't believe I made it this long". 

I think he meant in graffiti but moreso in his personal life. He also 
said to me that he felt that maybe it was the graffiti life and the 
paint fumes themselves that had done him in, ultimately. He told 
me that he would have given up all the graffiti he had ever done 
for his health in exchange. I was floored by that and realized that 
this was a man talking to me about how he would sacrifice all 
that work and years of effort and energy to gain back what is 
most precious of all - his health and good life. He told me that he 

had loved only a few women in his life and remem Continued on 
bered those as the best times and reasons to be alive. Not the 
graffiti, but the life outside of it. I was struck at once by the fact 
that we will remember this legend as IZ the WIZ, graffiti wrtiter, 
but that in his own personal world, in his own inside thoughts, he 
was still a man seeking what we all seek - personal rest, tranquil-
ity and contentment.

Had this been some other writer, I would have thought this was 
nonsense. But this was the living legend, IZ the WIZ, admitting this 
to me. From the tens of thousands of thro-ups he did in the con-
fines of countless layups, I had to consider and ultimately agree 
with him that maybe it was his passion for the sport that took 
him down. He was the ultimate.

Ultimately though, like any great athlete, if you die doing what 
you loved and were great at, 
then it's all good. Even past 
his "prime", IZ was om-
nipotent and he went down 
swinging like only a true 
champion and genuine war-
rior will do. He was always 
willing to learn, always willing 
to share with the right people. 
He kept his secrets also - as 
all masters should.

IZ my friend, I will always re-
member you as the most-up, 
greatest student and applica-
tor of the no-nonsense way 
you did things. In a day and 
age where it has become an 
art, a muralisitc myriad of 
commercialism, I will remem-
ber you as being the absolute 
king of "getting up", hands 

down, when it was still dirty, raw and adolescent. Everywhere I 
went, be it 20 stories down, or 50 stories up, East, West, North 
and South, you were there. The King of New York City - IZ The WIZ.  

Rest well and in peace finally, KING

JOE TPA 11



Same question we're 
asking ourselves IZ!! 

Rest In Peace...12
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Random 
Pieces in 
New York
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I first met WEB working at Kinkos.  
I was making copies of my pics and 
he said, “You write!!??”  Those words 
always make me feel like I am about 
to meet somone who knows graf well.  
(Toys usually rattle their paint or some-

thing to get your attention)  Once 
he said WEB KAOS...  I was like, 
“Word!!!!”  With utter shock I was 

on some Stan type of shit like,  “You 
got flicks with you?”, I said.  He pulls 

out a small but very dope portfolio 
with some train flicks.  Im thinking, 
“WOW!!”  We worked together for 
few days after that!!  Imagine what 
the conversations must’ve been...

So when & where did graffiti be-
gin in the mind of WEB?  Who 
influenced you to actually go & 

hit trains? What? 
I actually remember seeing graffiti in 
the early 70s when I would go places 

on the subway with my mother.
The only names I remember seeing 
were PHASE2 and KING2.  There 
were EX VANDALS tags all over 
my neighborhood.  But outside of 
that, I didn't get into graff until 79.  
That's when I started high school 

(Art & Design).That's when I got into 
it.  Influences, bombing wise I'd have 
to say SEEN TC5.  My man was up.  

Him, BAN2 & DURO.  These guys 
were up and I wanted to be up as much 
as them.  Style wise, I'd say that TACK 
FBA was the biggest influence.  Then 
DONDI, CHAIN3 and BABY168.  

That shark car did it for me.

Ive seen my share of WEB train pics, 
what else have you hit besides trains in 

your time?
Besides trains, I've done a few freights, 

walls and tun- nels. Oh 
yeah, streets 
too.  But 

there's 
nothing 
like a 

subway 
train.

Who were 
some of the writers in the time 
you started that were making the most 
noise? In what hood were you known 

most? 

When I was bombing,who was making 
noise?  We of course TC5, TAT, UA 

was doing there thing on the 6 line.  FC 
and 156 was killing the 1 line.  I lived 
in Crown Heights, but I was known 

through out Brooklyn.  Then eventually 
I was known through out the city.

Name some of your partners?
Partners.  The funny thing about that, 
I only had 2 partners.  STAF27 and 
YOURZ.  Me and DOC TC5 were 

never official partners, but we did a lot 
of cars together.

KAOS INC... Please explain to us what 
it means & how it formed  Who’s still 

pushing it now? 
Kaos Inc:  Krush Art On Subways

Kick Ass On Sight
Originally it was 
this writer named 

EACH's 

crew.  
Then 

he gave 
it to a Brooklyn 

writer named TASK.  TASK gave it 
to me around 1980.  I've had it since.  
Yzee (YOURZ) is running the crew 

now.  Next year I'm turning it over to 
_________...  stay tuned.  The crew has 

a good amount of members.

Youve done pieces in other names, can 
you let us know what those names are? 

I'll give you a few.  SUDZ384, WAS397, 

KNACK, POOL181, SEVEN, YARD-
148th, PYLON, 2TIME.  I got a whole 

lot more..

So how was it getting back together with 
some of the TC5 in Puerto Rico this 

Spring? How did that 
happen? 

I've been back with the 5 for a minute.  
The Puerto Rico trip was awesome.  

It's an annual event that Blen167 puts 
together.  Always good to paint with the 

boys.  Just like old times.

So are you officially back? 
Officially back?  I never really left.  I 
moved to Georgia almost 6 years ago.  
I've been painting down here.  NOW 

I'm taking a break.

Being your not in NYC right now, what 
graf are you seeing, if any, in your part 

of the world? 
We got a nice little scene down here in 

Atlanta.  My boys down here are: 
SER2, TEACH2, PERVE, SAVE, SB, 
BASE, VOMET and VIELS.  We do 
some nice little productions.  PERVE 

and VOMET are like the 
Kings of Atlanta.

Stay tuned for more!!
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TABE, explain the name.

How I got the name, I started flipping words around 
backwards  “REBATE” “ETABER”.  I dropped the “E” & 
“R” back then 4 letter names was the thing; HAZE  
MAZE KAZE.  My first name was ”MAZE2”  till I met 
MAZE TAT.  So I blame him for the name change of 
course I brought the “R”, TABER, back years later.  
 
What Boro you represent?
The Boogie Down Bronx, baby!!!!

Things you don’t understand about Graf?

Things I will never understand.  When I meet people 
an introduce myself they say “TABE… TFT?”.  I think 
to myself, is there another TABE??  Or they ask are the 
same one that bombs or does pieces?  I like to think 
I’m from the true school era.  Now days too much 
politics.  Just do it!!  Stop acting like bitches!!  Who 
cares who does trains now!  If you do it’s all good but 
some people can’t help what year they were born.  
You have to respect that era but don’t put yourself on 
a pedestal!!  I was lucky enough to do trains!  I wasn’t 
a train killer but it was a good experience. When I met 
BAN2 he said that if I was doing trains back in the days 
he said I would have been king of the line!!  Just from 
the way I hit the streets!  That was one hi-lite of my 
Graf career I will never forget, I could say I made it 
where I wanted to be.  I paint for me but respect and 
props from your peers is my natural high!!  He is one of 
my top 5 dead or alive he kinged shit with more than 
one name.  There were others but he is still one of my 
idols.  When I met “JA’ someone was saying I needed 
to do this and that if I was to come back out before I 
could say anything he said “don’t worry TABE knows 
what to do.“, those few words said it all!!  And stop 
complaining about the new generation!!  Reach out 
and teach, or pass on your knowledge.  A lot of them 
are trash but we all started out somewhere nobody 

came out tearing shit up!!  I was self taught.  Every-
thing I learned riding the train to school.  Some of my 
inspirations were RUSH REST MPC, POEM, SOON, TAC 
147, MITCH 77, IZ THE WIZ RIP!!  Who I met just be-
fore he passed.  All the MPC RTW wars.  The 6 BOYS 
TDS TC5 TNT TMT OTB, it was funny to see OTK.  They 
were all toys but up on the line and everyone’s name 
ended with “LA ROC”.  SKIP LA ROC, MARK LA ROC, 
etc.  Those who made me want to get better were 
SEEN, DUSTER & CHAIN 3, who I used to work with and 
we never knew each other wrote, till I  saw him at 
the Hall of Fame.  We both said to each other, “What 
you doing here?”, small world.  G MAN PGA, was lucky 
enough to hang out with him.  He got me to, the same 
way people would say how I hit the top of the gates.  
He always had stickers in the ceiling high spots.  All 
thru the subway system.  One day he pulls out a stick-
er puts it on the handle of his crutch and pushes it all 
the way to ceiling.  Also BS119, not boots, BROOKS119 
PGA.  People had me thinking I was crazy!  Kept tell-
ing me it was BOOTS119!  REVEN BEA, HAZZY HAZ, 
SECOND TVS, RON, loved those GATO fillins floating!!  
DYNOMITE149, COSE & MANE 167.  Met BEAR 167, RIP.  
Another hi lite when I met  CASE2.  I said write TABE.  
He said “I know who you are.  I see you all thru my 
neighborhood!”  I started out bombing streets way 
before it was the norm.  Cats like SHAZE OG4 were out 
there too.  HIAKIM, ISSE & BASE TBB.  How can I forget 
“KM”, oooh shit!!  Way before his time, SWAN3, BUS-
KID,  “CN” I think his name was CHRIS NUNEZ was do-
ing it.  Tracy 168, one my all time favorite.  I used to 
hit buses with “KRS-ONE”  before CRIMINAL MINDED!!  
It was me RICONE NASER ZORE & their brother RICAN 
T.R.E.  The crew was DTB back then “DESTROY THE 
BRONX”.  One night we got raided in the bus yard, KRS 
was running, he fell, dropped his paint and got up and 
kept running!!!  He said whoever was behind him could 
keep it.  LAUGHS.  We used to break dance on top of 
the bus too!!  Partners in crime are  #1 RICONE,  #1 
MISS 17!!  Kings and Queen for me!!  She bombs harder 
than most of these scared dudes out here, so don’t 
hate!!  Other Partners in crime are TYKE, LOUIE 167, 

JEW, JUST WF,  RISE WF, NATURE, RYNO, NEAR 
and for piecing and bombing the most under-
rated overlooked person in the Graff game  “VET 
TMC”!!!  He is responsible for so many dudes 
Graff life not only teaching them period but his 
style  and  influence them by seeing his name 
everywhere all city, all state, plus NJ, Connecti-
cut.  He was the racking king!!  We used to go in 
stores he would rack 64oz of Old English, the jug 
in his coat.  He made me paint  bigger too.  His 
name was 3 letters, mine 4.  And I found myself 
trying to keep up with the size of the piece.  My 
favorite thing to bomb: brand new cinder blocks 
and the top of the gates.  I hated hitting  gates 
unless I was “the first one”.  I owe my claim 
to fame to TYKE for the top of gates one night 
while out with LOUIE & TYKE I saw him hit the 
top after that it was over.  My thinking was the 
top got play 24-7, 365.   Also I loved climbing.  
That was also the frequent!!  How you hit the 
top of the gate.  Some  found out only because 
they ran into me RYNO & SERE one night.  It 
is real simple but I could feel them looking at 
me saying ohh shit that’s how he did it!!  Crazy 
story that got back to me.  That I dress like a 
bum when  I bomb so the cops don’t stop me .. 
Negative!!!  Me and RIC were out there so much 
I had a bombing only jacket, pants and boots so 
they had so much paint and dirt on them!  Also 
“you’re not TABE, he’s a tall Puerto Rican.  So 
I had to knock out an outline in front of them.  
Everyone knows I’m short and Korean!!  Scary 
time and the one that got away was bombing 
right across the bridge in Manhattan (where the 
36 bus goes from the BX) with JEW, CABLE & 
BLASH.  We hear a loud bang.  A car jumps the 
sidewalk trying to run us over.  We all split up.  
The car chases JEW around the corner.  I see 
him running  back from around dat same corner 
dipping.  After a few we all link back up then 
keep painting.  JEW is further up the block.  I’m 
with CABLE.  We see that same car pull up next 18



to JEW.  We say oh shit it’s on, they wanna play 
games we gonna set it on them!!  We go towards 
JEW.  CABLE got a mini hatchet.  We was gonna 
chop shit up!  When we get close... “Freeze, 
get against the wall!!”.  It’s the deeez!!  Damn.. 
When they hit the curb they blew a tire that’s 
why they stopped chasing Jew the first time.  
They fixed the flat and came back.  We talked 
our way out of it but they asked CABLE what 
the fuck is the hatchet for?  He said protection!  
LAUGHS
 
I love to climb!!  One night I was doing a roof 
top solo, between East Tremont and 180TH 
Street.  To get to the roof you walk the tracks, 
then jump to the roof.  Toys don’t bother, that 
spot’s a buff now!  Anyway, when I was done I 
was going to walk back to the station but a cop 
was on the platform he couldn’t see me so I had 
to run all the way around that long ass curve 
to east Tremont and leave my paint on the roof 
just in case there was cops at the other station.  
I went back a few days later.  Now there were 
cops on the roof top in the180 yard with binocu-
lars trying to bust the hookers in the street.  So 
I can’t go back the same way.  I did better than 
Spider-Man!!  I climbed the beam right next to 
the roof, got on the tracks to go get my paint.  
And I don’t do drugs!!! Now when I think back…  
Hell no that shit is too high!!  Look down when 
you pass next time.  I’m glad you and TRAB were 
there SIE, to co-sign this one!!  (TRUE STORY)
 
Inside train killer and inspirations; 3SKI, SKEME, 
AGENT, PART TDS, the most down to earth dude!  
TRAP was mad kool!  JAMES TOP.  Funny story... 
I was bombing Harlem & seen a bunch of JAMES 
tags.  Said oh shit dude is still around.  So I took 
mad crazy tags, different hand styles, all down 
the block.  I met him years later.  First thing he 
said, I like your hand style.  Bom 005, killed in-
sides!!  On the 6 line I loved to see JAM2 BEO... 

All the 357 dudes, SASH, RD.  SAK MBT JOP.  The Origi-
nal TFTHREE TABE RIC RAK.  POSE TFO  R.I.P.

Longest mission?
I walked from 125 in Manhattan with JEW CABLE & 
SHAMS to Fordham rd.  Ran into SHAME125  when we 
started!  Always remember that night.  I pulled out 
a summer squash!!!!!  Yo, What’s that?  Let me get a 
tag?!?  Good ol’ American accent still got some & paper 
label krylons.  What you know about red devil?  And 
the best silver out, “NYBCO”?  I’m speaking a foreign 
language to you youngins, huh?  Later in my time I 
hooked up with my BK family, SMASH, SNATCH, CEOS, 
LOU, MEEK, NERO, my brother from another mother!!  
Did mad shit with LASK!!  Just wish we could have 
linked up earlier in my Graff career but we still got 
more in us!  Bester?  One night we were supposed to 
go bombing.  Got into an argument, split up so I said 
fuck it I still want to paint!  So I went to the layup by 
myself, Morris Park.  I’m doing my thing, doing throw 
ups, going down the line, I stepped on a light bulb.  
POWW!!!  All the lights came on in the train!!  Oh shit 
so I got under the train immediately.  So I could just 
chill or listen to which way they were coming from!  
I didn’t hear anything!  So said fuck it, I came out on 
the on the other side of the train, walked to the sta-
tion, climbed up to the platform, jumped from the 
platform to a tree, climbed down and was out!!! I 
was shook every time a car passed me till I left the 
area!  SMILEY149 RIP, he was my look out for the fill-in 
(BRONX KING 94).  I was bombing solo once again and 
ran into him!!  Another underrated dude was RECK FT 
RIP!  He was from my area.  We was kool but just to 
keep it real, there was no hate but you know some 
people you just don’t click like that.  But when I came 
back out for the race, he was everywhere in the deep 
spots in the Bronx.  Simple tool for bombing…  Get a 
bus map, follow routes!  Dudes claiming KING of the 
2, 5 or 4 lines!!  Then you don’t see them nowhere 
else!!  The train lines was always hot!  I did them, but 
never walked a whole line.  It was too obvious for me.  
And cause too much beef over spots.  I never liked 

car bombing.  You miss too many spots.  And I know 
cats that got bagged because cops follow you & wait 
till you get back in the car, then roll up!!  We used to 
take the train to where ever.  BX, Harlem, not BK, and 
walk towards home bombing or till the paint ran out 
or many times broke night painting in front of people 
going to work.  

Favorite Boro to bomb other than BX?  
Harlem World, no doubt!!  But you run into crazy shit 
when you in unfamiliar territory!!  I was on First Ave, 
near 96th Street, I think, with RIC.  We rolled on a gar-
bage dumpster, a whole block to stand on and do fill-
ins mad high & big!!  Plus with a milk crate on top of 
it, shit was big!!!  We got over, knocked it out, pushed 
dumpster back.  No lie, we  walked to the corner, not 
da next block, right to the corner...  A Police precinct 
right there!!!  

What is style?  Quality Vs. Quantity?  Both!!  You had 
bombers like CHRIS217 & STAN2,  just to name a few.  
They were up but not the best style.  I loved to see 
them up though!!  As far as a pieces…  I would rather 
see a black & silver with a crazy burner letters, than 
a piece with a hundred colors and no style!!  That’s 
what’s lost today!!  You got arrows everywhere and no 
flow!!  

Shouts:  NOE, TWO, LUSH, TFS CREW, PHAME, 9VOLT,  
RUEL, POVE.  Also mad love to SKUF, DINK, GANO, 
JAES, JICK, MONE, CES, CLARK, EROTICA, SIEN5, VISM, 
KEY, SHANK, SHAZ, CRACK, DAVE67, CRUEL, POZE, 740, 
YE, EAD, DOLT, RADIO, ALROC, PART5, SAZE, TRIM KD.  
CASTERMER RIP, ROOK RIP, PRESWEET TR RIP, JOKES 
QAN PAULISTIC, GISMO TS RIP.  THEY  ALL LIVE IN ME 
FOREVER.  

CREWS:  VGL, TS, MSP, DFA…

Later!!  See you at the top... 19
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So based on my findings you started in 1986 with 
DUEL! What were you known as before that? 

Two years before I assumed the name DUEL, I wrote 
SERK which was short for ‘Berserk’. I did a lot of stupid 

shit with that name which drew a lot of negative attention 
to me. To start off fresh, I came up with a new name.  

Who were some of the names that popped out that had 
some influence on you back then? 

There were a lot of fresh writers that I looked up to that 
I have to categorize it and break it down by era. For the 

handstyle department, I liked FLAME TPA (RIP), FUZZ, 
DONDI (RIP), ZEPHPHR, BLADE, and TRIKE GND. 
There were a lot of inside writers from my time with 

some best hands styles like BET, ROACH, MESK, CO-
CER, BRAER, CHAMA, CS, RY, SLAM, RAB, CHINO 

BYI, TRIM, CONAN, AI, AZ, MEGA, and ANT. In throw 
up department, I could talk about that shit all day long. 
Maaan, there so many niggas out there with some juicy 
ass shit! MIN, HAZE, BLADE, COMET, SEEN UA, both 

QUIKs, OE3, P13, KP, AT, SON, PRO, KAP, CER, DEMO, 
NEO, GHOST, REC127 (RIP), TZ3 (RIP), FUZZ, SUR167, 

SAINT, MED, FAYDE, EA, TRIKE, IZ (RIP), CAP, PJ, 
VEZA, ROS, COPE, ECHO, ELF, SU2, EB, SP, JA, LOST, 
CRO, TEKAY, WADE, VEEFER, REAS, VEN, this list can 

go on and on…For piecing, I always liked LEE, SLAVE, 
DONDI, KASE2, BUTCH, MIN, RIN, SKEME, SEEN, 

DUSTER, T-KID, PART, WEB, essentially I liked all the 
pieces done by crews like RTW, RIS, AOK, TFP, FBA, 

TM7, TAT, etc etc. More recently, I would say CES, NOAH, 
SENTO, and PURE. I would like to name more writers to 
each category, especially dudes before my time and those 
that didn’t get any shine but this shit would take forever.     

What boro do you represent? Queens, Queens, Queens!!!
Crews you push? 

MCI, RIS, AOK, TFP, KAOS INC, TFK, TAX, MTK, WKS, 
DTA, BYI, TNC, XTC, NOG, and TU.

Favorite paint, now & then? 
Back in the 80s, I loved Rustoleum and Krylon. In the 90s 

American Heritage and American Accents was the shit. 
Now a days I use mostly Montana. I really dig them 94s 
them niggas put out. Belton, Kobra, and Ironlak are also 
dope. There a lot of dope brands of paint these days, 

the shitty thing is, it is virtually impossible to 
rack them and they fucking mad 

expensive— woooo. A nigga need 
to get spon- sored cause the 
shit is ridic- ulous. For bomb-

ing, I will use any cheap 
ass paint cause I like 

doing misty throwies on 
clean surfaces so the shit don’t 

matter, if the cap fits and 
there’s pres- sure in the can, 
shit’s getting fucked up.

Favorite colors to rock a piece? I like greens & shades of 
purples mostly but I try to switch it up with new schemes 

each time.

You hit trains, highways, freights, walls, truck, etc.
Which is your favorite?  

Highways were always my favorite because it was easy 
and it got a lot of attention. I love blowing up some steel 
but that wasn’t as easy for me to get to. I also got to say 

stations were also a lot of fun, especially them tile mutha-
fuckas. Throwies always come out juicy in them flicks. 

Anybody right now in the scene that catches your atten-

tion? As far as newer writers (and I don’t mean disrespect-
fully if they been doing this for a while—been out of NYC 
for a minute) I would say DCEVE & his SMART peoples, 
they doing some nice productions. I got to mention these 

ladies, 17 and UTAH. Don’t know them, but man, they 
putting in some work. Outside of NYC, I would say SOFA 

from NM, and far out west, ZONE WST from SD.

With the internet taking over even more, where 
do you see Graffiti going in, lets say 5-10 years? 

It’s already out of control, but there are pro and cons to 
graff online. It’s good in the sense you can network and 

get some good connects going. Bad because of the bullshit 
thuggery, snitching, and the idiots who think they know 

their history from reading bout it on the internet.

Whats keeping you involved in Graf now? 
It’s in the veins so I will keep going until my hand gets 
chopped off or I die, whichever comes first. I wouldn’t 
mind seeing graff everywhere if it was all dope but you 

know that ain’t the case.

Are you a vandal or an artist? 
I guess I am a half breed, I’m down with both. Love 

smashing and I love doing a nice piece every now and 
then. But I prefer smashing!!!

Last words/shouts.  
First, I’d like to say Rest in Peace IZ. I’d also like to 

say whaddap to DET, GHOST, NEO, JA, EA, VFRESH, 
WEB, MONE, MIRO, NOAH, KET, CHINO, TRIM, THE 
WHOLE MCI-RIS FAM, SENTO, EWOK 5MH, VOR138, 
SOFA, TUM, ZONE WST, ZC &  the AIRGRAFX SHOP, 

my Italia niggaz RUSTO, RIFE, SMART, BEES and those 
who shown me support! Thank You!
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www.GRAFFAHOLIKS.com

GRAFF GALLERY, GRAFF BLOG, GRAFF ADDICTS, ALL AT
GRAFFAHOLIKS.COM
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WEST COAST

King157 DREAM by King157

Denz

Amend & King157

King157
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SEGE (CHI) • TYKE&LOUIE167 (NJ) • ROLEX (TN)  DEVIKS (NM) • TKID, DET, JEE, EWOK (NY) • SEEZ (FLA) THEN (NJ) • KING157 (LA) • POSE (CHI)28



CODE (NM) • PINKSMITH PROD (NY) • RESO (PR) EON75 (SF) • KANZ&WISER (CO) • KNAVE (TX) LEW (NJ) • FEARO (LA) • NERO (PHI)

UNITED STATES 
OF 

GRAFFITI
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So my man Q, we met 
last year when Liquidteks Maga-

zine just came out & wow, you still 
burning them bro!! How did 

Graffiti start up in your life in 
Puerto Rico?

 I was interested in Graff 
scene in the early 90s when 
I came over seas and I saw a 
big mural that FLAVOR did for 

a radio station and I was like 
wow, that’s awesome!!  That was 
a big inspiration, then I met my 
uncle CANS one and he inspired 
me more.  Around 97 I started to 

bomb everywhere and 98 I did my 
first piece with FLAVOR & RIC, 

and until today I’m still doing my 
shit.

Who are some of the top players 
in your eyes in Puerto Rico right 

now?
Top players in PR in my eyes 
would be REK, SKE, ISMO, 

WICKED SEUS from FX crew, 
and my boys SPEED, FLAVOR, 

OREZ, DYCE, SEM.  But there are 
lots of good writers in PR.

We spoke to ERKO last year 
about the train situation out 

here,  

how is 
that going 

now?   Peo- ple still 
hitting the trains in PR?

Wow the BTA crew be killing 
those trains and tunnels.  And my 
boy SEM, he bombs everywhere in 
the island from Mayaguez to San 

Juan.

You’re apart of Silver Caps, BAD 
Inc, and few others, how did the 
connection happen with them? 
My boy RIC founded the silver 

caps with SOEM from Spain, 
there purpous is to find good writ-
ers around the world without the 

Hollywood fame, to do some-
thing new and fresh.

You recently flew 
out to FLA for the Pin-

tura P project and met 
up with Silver Caps crew 

from all over the world (Sue, Lust, 
Soem, Zock, etc), how was that ex-
perience? Do you plan on attend-

ing other events like those? 

Meeting with the crew in Orlando 
was something else man, we had 
such a great time and it felt like 
we knew each other for 

ever.  And yea we are 
planning 

go to 
Eu-

rope 
next sum-

mer, and 
there is going to 

be an event in Orlan-
do this year to I’m going to try my 

best to be there too.

Other than spray paint, what 
other mediums do you use? 

Other mediums that I use for my 
art work are air brush, color pen-
cils, markers acrylic paints, clay 

and more.

Ever get into trouble over Graf? 
Why? Chased or any crazy beefs 

over Graf? 
Hell yea!!!  The first time I 

bombed a truck, my neighbors 
ratted me out!!!  My mom’s want-

ed to kick my ass but the guy of 
the truck gave me a break because 
the truck wasn’t his!!  And when I 

was in high school I when to an-
other high school on a Saturday 
with some of my boys after we 

bombed the whole school the cops 
come we had to run like hell!!  I 

never beef really with other writ-
ers but there was and still lots of 
envy but they can all go to hell!!!  

And last but not least give my 
shout outs to the SILVER CAPS, 
love them!!  Stay up and always 

keep it real!!  Peace!  SIE thanks!  
Much love bro........

Q ONE
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How did you guys get your names aka tags?
CE: My attitude, my personality, put it together it’s me, CE!!  Don’t 
fuck with me!!  The crime I did that’s how I got my name.  Crazy 
Eddie.  I don’t play!!  Since 1983 I saw Graff all over the 7 train.  I 
lug the sight of Graff!!  So I decided to set it off.  Ever since, it’s 
been a rush!!!!  The venom is injected, there is no time to waste, all 
I want to do is search and destroy. 
DIO: It was early 89.  I was on my like seventh tag trying to think 
up a new one.  My boy listened to rock and he had a cassete called 
Dark Overlord.  That shit sounded dope so I ran wit it.  Threw a I in 
between so it could flow better.  Been DIO from the days of troop 
jackets!!!  (LAUGHS)

When did ya start your street bombing? 
CE: 1983 when I met roach tfv in 
a layup after it was a rap after 
that!!
DIO: I started in 87 hittin 
local shit in corona 
with ma nigga KRAM1, 
EVIL Prez.  Me and 
him was addict- ed since 
WILD STYLE and 
BEAT STREET.  His sister used to come home 
with the only blackbooks from Art and Design (HS).  Ballbusters, 
Zulu Nation, Majestik Disciples.  He picked up on piecin and got 
good fast!  I stuck to taggin cuzz I cant draw for shit!!! 

What writers inspired you to bomb? 
CE: COPE2, SEEN, CAP MPC, GHOST, TRAP, SACH, SAR, 
FUZZ, AJ, MED & many more I can’t remember.
DIO:  When it comes down to my idols, hands down, JOZ without 
a doubt!!  That nigga showed me that if you gonna rag shit with a 
tag, showcase some symmetry, R.I.P. to that street bomber!!!  Can’t 
forget SEN4, TRAP, EASY, ENUF, TEKAY, SANE, SMITH, FIB, 
SAINT, SWATCH, TYKE, TRIM, MED, PJ, BESTER, JEW, LIL 
MAN, LOUIE167, GANGSTA, COPE2, SAZE, JA, GHOST, 

DUEL, FLAME, RD, COST, DORO, COMA, NAK, LONE.  I 
tried to adopt VEEFERS style as far as locations.  Aint nothing 
wack bout blessin them back blocks!  Niggaz always wanna be the 
center of attention and hit the avenue!!  Even though I’m guilty of 
doing it too, I rather take a tag on ya grandmother building so the 
next time u come visit her..you’ll know I was there...my grand-
mother lived right off of Fordham rd...  I was a youngin...every 
tag and throwy impressed me back then......but whenever i took 
that trek to her crib from queens..u best believe i was gonna run 
into a thousand different tags before i reached her block...KAZE2 
ALROC ROD KD Crew.  KAZE moved around my way in 89 and 
murdered shit!!! 

Name some of your favorite moments bombing, doing your thang.
CE:  Bombing,  I never stop doing ma thang!!  Always chases!!  
Fuck that!!
DIO: I still get that rush when takin that tag!!  But when I think 
of the most adrenaline, gots to be when ma nigga JD BTW prez 
showed us the tunnels for the first time, I was 15.  It was 1990.  
Me & KRAM.  That shit was a crazy rush!!  We came out that 
bitch black as fuck!!  Another time me and my boy LETAL saw a 
shape of a figure on another bombin mission in da tunnels!  But we 
couldn’t make out if it was human or part Eskimo.  All we knew 
is the shit looked like he was rocking 10 winter coats.  He wasn’t 
even moving but money had one leg on the wood of the third rail, 
on some Captain Morgan shit.  We figured this nigga was 730 fa 
real and I wasn’t trying to stay and find out.  Me and LETAL YCC 
booked jumpin over every dark spot on the ground in between 
lights!!  We was out!!!!  Everyone got they favorite shit, for me it’s 
always been the streets!!  Straight up!!

Where have you seen Graff go from when u began?
CE: Never stopping thank GOD!  Ha! 
DIO: I seen it go from the boros to the rest of the PLANET AND 
RIGHT BACK TO DA BOROS...NY LUV THIS SHIT!!! YA 
DIGG!!! 

What crews you push? 
CE: UK, GOD, KD, IF, KMD, LOD, DMS, AVR, UDI, ACC, 
XMEN, EVIL, VD, FTA 
DIO: UDI, BTW, 113, KRT, TNR, 333, 146, GNS, TDT, TO, TN, 
3D, VD, EVIL, FTA 

Do you think it’s harder now with all the police and surveillance? 
CE:  Don’t matter to me!!  I never been caught and I don’t give a 
fuck about Po-po!!! 
DIO:  All i heard is if you get caught with etch thats worse than get-
tin bagged for krill nowadays!!! 

Any words for the newcomers tryin to leave they mark in this day 
and age? 
CE: Nope...  C-ya 
DIO: Yes sir, watch out for da beast!!!! 

Last words and shouts:
CE: Good luck to all and try to survive! Ha!!! Be careful who you 
run into!!  UK all day!!! 
DIO:  Shout to ma brethrean KRAM, WEB, JD, KLAME, SNOB, 
FEC,  MOVE, CEEK, RAD, COST, NERVE, SPIN, SERT, SLIM, 
MESOE, CLARK, BRUZ, ROUNDS, SIN, PHATE, MODE, 
CINIK, KAZETWO, BL, SUCH, MALO, BEST, SEN4, SEV and 
the rest who I forgot due to the slaughter of many brain cells over 
the years.  Shout to everyone old and new school still doin they 
thing...  Unidentified Drinkin Injury!!!
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When & where did you start writing?
I started writing in ‘78.  I was a nobody, a toy, I was young.  I was taken to 
Utica layup by TI149 a couple times that year and I took some marker tags that 
I am sure no one remembers with the name Want/Wanted.  I was instantly stung 
by the graf bee and it was in my system from that point forth. I messed around 
taking some street tags and doing motions, hitting Kingston and Utica every 
once in a while.  In 1981 I became Death UnOne (Uno and One combined but 
pronounced Unknown).  I formed BAT crew and continued doing the same 
old every once in a while bombs (adding New Lots to my spots) that got me 
little to no notice. BAT was Burnin’ All Toys, Bombin’ All Trains, Beyond All 
Thoughts, Badd Ass Team, and Brooklyn Assault Team.  In ‘83-’84 I started 
to get a little notice when I started going up with CRTONEY, WONDER, 
KEST, & CURSE2 TOP.  It was about that time I ran into TI149 after a long 
time and he told me about Death TC5.  He had decided that he was never go-
ing to write again and passed his 149 down to me (which was fitting since it 
was him that started me).  I got down with TOP crew and that’s when I really 
caught the fever.  Next I started to hit the BMT lines.  Most of the members of 
BAT crew soon faded away and I started 3BR crew (ICEE, SITE, PAID, IT, 
BY4, KAMES, DRAKO, RIET, etc).  Over my career I have hit many spots, 
some once or twice, some every once in a blue and others regularly; the D yard, 
175th, Cherry Hill, Sheepshead, Ocean Parkway, Grant, Church Ave, City Hall, 
The A yard in East NY and many more spots.  I hit the trains with a lot of cool 
people like AI KSW, ROACH TFV, SD, CENT, FN, STAK, SEC, SHAZZER, 
GNOME, DISK CWK, RUDY, CHIEF TM5, SMIZ, SPYDER, K-BORN, 
TRACK2, KIES, OT, SEL, STRES, STAB.  Too many cool cats to list.  I was 
never a king of anything but I made my little mark.  People used to speak my 
name. Some people remember seeing me up, some don’t, but I did my thing and 
photos don’t lie.  I was mostly tags and throwies on trains.  I did a couple pieces 
but that was it during the years that trains ran.  I did more pieces on trains after 
they were clean than when they ran under different my different aliases.  After 
I left the trains in ‘86 I started doing pieces with SANE182 RIP & JOT. Since 
then I have had the pleasure of doing walls with NOX, RATED U5, COPE2, 
DERO, NICONE, TRACEY168, DAST, MIST, DASH167, SNOW, DAGE 
OTB, SINE5, MED, BOM5, JERO, DISK COD, SLIN2 FC, FLY DMS, SERP 
COD and many other talented artist.  I can say I was blessed to paint with many 
legendary cats.  After my Train career I continued bombing, hitting Highways 
and Trucks with FATE, ZOE, MIST, JIS, DART, GE, RATED, DOVES and 
many others for a while ‘til I retired from bombing in Jan 2000. Now I just do 
a piece every once in a while.  Some years more than others. Some years none.  

But I am still out there doing my thing.  Over the years I had my share of beef, 
some of it with Kings and some with Toys, damn near all of it squashed now. 
Some of these fools try to play bad online under aliases and the ones that know 
I will never find them sometimes use their real names. I Vic’d some people and 
beat some down... I never got Vic’d or beat down. Point blank. In some ways 
that is the thing I am most proud of. I went from Brooklyn to the Bronx, to Har-
lem, Washington Heights solo and painted and no one ever really tried me.  And 
niggas was around.  Niggas known for flying heads.  But they respected me and 
my heart.  Made a lot of friends because of my heart.  I traveled to all boros and 
pieced and bombed by myself many times before it was popular to do that.  I 
am not the 1st or the only, but it was not common back then.

What about graf struck you the most?  Styles, colors, tags, burners, etc?
All of it man, I was born watching the elevated trains in East New York Brook-
lyn from my fire escape.  I think it was in my blood from back then.  I love style 
though.  The old styles especially.  I appreciate the new styles but I guess I am 
stuck in the past.  I try to incorporate a few new elements to keep my stuff a lil’ 
current. 

What boro do you rep?
Brooklyn to the fullest dawg.  Brooklyn is my heart.  Brooklyn is my soul!!!  
But I got love for my entire city.  NYC is the Shiznit!!!

What crews you rep?
3BR U5 TOP OTB COD 156 BAT are my main crews.  But I am also down 
with KD TFP UMXS KOD KOC OAM KDS ICR & many others.

XSNRG Magazine, please explain this abit more....
Well, quite a few years back peeps started talking about the 4 elements of Hip 
Hop; Breaking, Graffiti, Djaying & Rap... I disagreed. I said there was a 5th 
element that everyone was overlooking, Fashion. So in 94 I started XSNRG 
magazine (Pronounced EXCESS ENERGY). X for Crossfading (DJ), S for 
style (Fashion), N for Nasty Footwork (Breaking), R for Rap and G for Graffiti. 
That is the gist of the magazine. That is what XSNRG.net is all about. I have 
not actively kept it up over the past few years. I would love to partner up with 
someone to bring it back to life someday. I just don’t have the time I used to 
that is needed to do it all by myself. In its heyday, it was one of the 1st Graffiti 
sites on the web. We had classic exclusive interviews with Graf & Rap legends 
and freestyles by mad Rap artists.  A lot of good shit. I wanna unearth that stuff 
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But I am still out there doing my thing.  Over the years I had my share of beef, 
some of it with Kings and some with Toys, damn near all of it squashed now. 
Some of these fools try to play bad online under aliases and the ones that know 
I will never find them sometimes use their real names. I Vic’d some people and 
beat some down... I never got Vic’d or beat down. Point blank. In some ways 
that is the thing I am most proud of. I went from Brooklyn to the Bronx, to Har-
lem, Washington Heights solo and painted and no one ever really tried me.  And 
niggas was around.  Niggas known for flying heads.  But they respected me and 
my heart.  Made a lot of friends because of my heart.  I traveled to all boros and 
pieced and bombed by myself many times before it was popular to do that.  I 
am not the 1st or the only, but it was not common back then.

What about graf struck you the most?  Styles, colors, tags, burners, etc?
All of it man, I was born watching the elevated trains in East New York Brook-
lyn from my fire escape.  I think it was in my blood from back then.  I love style 
though.  The old styles especially.  I appreciate the new styles but I guess I am 
stuck in the past.  I try to incorporate a few new elements to keep my stuff a lil’ 
current. 

What boro do you rep?
Brooklyn to the fullest dawg.  Brooklyn is my heart.  Brooklyn is my soul!!!  
But I got love for my entire city.  NYC is the Shiznit!!!

What crews you rep?
3BR U5 TOP OTB COD 156 BAT are my main crews.  But I am also down 
with KD TFP UMXS KOD KOC OAM KDS ICR & many others.

XSNRG Magazine, please explain this abit more....
Well, quite a few years back peeps started talking about the 4 elements of Hip 
Hop; Breaking, Graffiti, Djaying & Rap... I disagreed. I said there was a 5th 
element that everyone was overlooking, Fashion. So in 94 I started XSNRG 
magazine (Pronounced EXCESS ENERGY). X for Crossfading (DJ), S for 
style (Fashion), N for Nasty Footwork (Breaking), R for Rap and G for Graffiti. 
That is the gist of the magazine. That is what XSNRG.net is all about. I have 
not actively kept it up over the past few years. I would love to partner up with 
someone to bring it back to life someday. I just don’t have the time I used to 
that is needed to do it all by myself. In its heyday, it was one of the 1st Graffiti 
sites on the web. We had classic exclusive interviews with Graf & Rap legends 
and freestyles by mad Rap artists.  A lot of good shit. I wanna unearth that stuff 

and get it back up sometime.  Me and Rated U5 also did a magazine together 
that he has restarted called “Aerosol Ecstasy’s Fine Print”.  I wish my U5 
brother much luck with his new book “U5: The Truth behind the Lives” and the 
relaunching of Fine Print. 

Also, I wanna do something with all the video footage I took back in the early 
90s. I was trying to do a video documentary called “The Great Train Robbery”. 
My funding fell through and my life got hectic. Nothing ever became of it. I 
wanna apologize here publicly to the cats I let down with not bringing this life.  
I promise that when I get to put something together I will hit you off with cop-
ies.  Contact me at Death@XSNRG.net to catch up with me.  I have interviews 
with QUIK RTW, COPE2, TRACY168, PINK, SEEN, DOZE, FUTURA, my 
mentor TI149 TOP and many others. The Great Train Robbery was about how 
the trains were stolen from us writers.  And I would love to finish the project.  
Though I am sure it will not be as grand as I originally envisioned, but I still 
wanna put it together even if just for those that participated.

Name some of your partners...
My partners were RANE DA, QUE 3BR, SITE, ICEE, SANE182, NICONE, 
DAGE, MIST, AC, FATE, ZOE, DISK COD.  I did shit with many cats but 
these were the guys I did a lot of shit with.

What have you been up to lately?
I just did an illegal piece with my boy DAST HOG in Brooklyn... I am going to 
try to do another piece or two before summers end. I earn my living as an art-
ist... I still take tags but nothing major. Gonna do this shit till I die!!!

What do you think of Liquidteks Magazine and what can we do to make it bet-
ter?
Liquidteks is dope; the only thing you could do better is getting it out to more 
people.  I really feel the mag!!  For true!

And who were some of your influences growing up?
TOP crew for sure,  OTB crew, TC5 (the OGz & da new), FBA crew, Ex-
Vandals, RTWOW!!  Man there are so many. LEE, SLAVE, SEEN, SKEME, 
TRIKE, DONDI, NOC167.  All the cats I would bench on the IRT lines.
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Linz, Yesma, Vans, Tues
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AustraliaRest In Peace
BANISH
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As a young writer in the BX, I ran into your name a lot 
DOSE.  Whether it was you or ROB, ELF, MAN 

or MEX, VINCE & LOOSE, I definitely got a feel for 
your neck of the woods and thru out.  So what got you 

into this thing we call graf?  
Let ‘em know…

 What got me in to writing was seeing cars done by 
DONDI, BILLY 167 & BUTCH 2!!  I happened to live 
around alot of writers in my time!  COMET, BLADE, 
MPC Crew, ROLIEO, DIEN TBB Crew, TCT Crew, 

MW Crew and so on, believe me I could keep on.  My 
first tag name was FLAME3.  I started around 1977 

with FLINK3, then around late 1978 I started DOSE. I 
got down with TBB, TCT, MW, MPC, OTB in 1980!!  

Thats when I took off boming, hitting streets then 
trains!!!  Who really got me into graf was CON5, later 
on changed his name to KAOS. Thats who got me to 
step it up hard he was nice then came BOM 5 Prez of 

MAD WRITERS.  The crew was hot!!  So I had to step 
it up which I did in my TCT days.  I hit up with COS-
MIC7 TCT.  Then I went with FLINT MPC!!  Who I 
smash hard with was ROCK161, DOC (RIP), we hit 
those whites when they came out, ROOK 2 (RIP), 

CABAN, POVE.  Those were the good days!!  MAN 
ONE, ELF (RIP), DES, those were good guys to get 
down with!!  RIP7 TCT, that was a cool dude I did 

some shit with him!!  He use to give me out lines back 
in the days, he hung a lot around my block, Wallace 

Ave, Bronx, Chief Mob!!  I use to tag alot with BASE 
TAT.  LOOSE and VINCE were brothers, THE MOB 
for real!!!  I hit alot of streets with them and MEX. 
ROB SOD, we started that  crew togeter in TUNE 

house!!  Thats my boy for real!! 

I just came back, I was away for some time.  Noth-
ing changed!  I’m always going to write to the day I 
die!!!!   Much respect to the new graff shit its hot!!!  
I’ve been doing alot of canvases, still hitting trains, 
nothing stops!! Thanks to SIE for hollaring at me!  
Peace to my cuz love ya RAE, BANGA730, DES, 

BEM, MED, CES, YES2, AIL, FLINT ONE!!
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POSE TFO, TRACY 168, CHI CHI, REA TFO
5 TRAIN, CIRCA Early 1980z...

What can I say about POSE?

He didn’t have the best pieces. Hardly any at all.
He didn’t have the most throwies on the trains. 
We used to always joke that it read “Rose”, lol

His handstyle was dope, though. Perfect NYC style.
He went to DeWitt Clinton High School

He loved to play and watch baseball.
He was a DJ since before I met him back in ‘85.
A lot of the fellas used to wind up in his room, 

we used to chill and he would DJ into the middle of the night
in the PJ’s of the South Bronx.

He was more than just a guy that we used to chill with.
He was my son’s Godfather. He was my Brother.

Anyone that had met him or knew him can attest the fact that
he was a genuine person.

I will miss him, until I get to chill with him again.

Tyke
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Berlin
Tory, Fok, Wesp, Bas2, Deko

Fotos Courtesy of Yard5 Graf Shop in Berlin
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Tory, Fok, Wesp, Bas2, Deko

Fotos Courtesy of Yard5 Graf Shop in Berlin
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Top:  Migel, Deko, Kane, Phos4, Wesp
Bottom:  Rest In Peace KMER by Town, Shot, Fok, Bensa, Desk, Tory, Why, Cal, Ham

Fotos Courtesy of Yard5 Graf Shop in Berlin42
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So HOZE tell us where and when did vandalism became 
something to do for you?

 
Actually, back then, when I took an interest to vandalism was in (1980 
the Bronx) that's what most considered it, but I alway's saw it as art and I 
was addicted to it from the very first time I saw a DUSTER piece. How-
ever, the very first piece I saw was in the Daily News when I was 9. It 
had 2 guys who had been caught by police and the cops sprayed all their 
clothes with their own paint while they stood in front of their burners.  
It was REVEN and BEA from around Prospect Avenue, and the pieces 

were "Fresh" as we said back then.

Where did you grow up?  Who were some of the tags that “made you 
look” at that time?

 
I grew up in Hunts Point on Coster St. Then in 1980 we moved to 169th 
in the Bx, that's when graff started to play a big role in my life cause, I got 
to meet writers like SASE and SNO, BAN2, NEER, STAN and JAKE 
and TRON. The biggest impact for me was when DC3, SHO, DOME, 
ROZ TDC, started taking over the 5 line with top 2 bottom whole cars, 
and window downs back to back. COD was coming hard too and repped 
the BX to the fullest especially HIMS. I lived with NINE for a while and 
learned new things all the time. Now, I lean towards my mentor KERZ to 

show me some of his proffessional tips.
 

What was your favorite spot?  Favorite paint?
 

 Well you know every writer had his own spot, so mine was the wall 
behind PS53x. Beautiful long clean brick wall. Of course I used to kill it 
with SafeGuards and Touch n' Tone paint, I had all flavors like pin striped 
Lee's and LeTigre shirts, remember them days? I once painted with Brit-
ish Walkers and a silver silk adidas suit on and this kid was like " yo, that 

dude's piece and his clothes is funky fresh"..

Video graf was a major part of our time in the 1990s, what do you think 
it has spawned?  Where do you see graffiti going in 5 yrs?

 
Thanks to NEV UW/HR, I was able to spread my wings in graff cause 
he would try to get me to expand and piece more, every wall with him 
became a battle.. I went bananas every time. But he got me in a piece 

in video graff and I met some really good dudes after that whom I have 
much respect for like LOUIE 167, MERK CAC(the real one), KNOW 
FC, EDEC, SHIE, KING B, EASE IH, TYKE and TABE TFO, ROZ, 
MED KD, NOTCH, and many others. Video Graff paved the way for the 
all city exposure of graff when you couldn't see what was going on in 
other boroughs, or you couldn't get a snap shot of the latest wall or whole 
car before it got dissed. In 5 years, all toys will have completly ceased 
to exist for good, all bombers too with the expanding new anti-graff war 
the mayor has established. It's now a felony and they are not playing with 
graff no more. If you're not down with a production like TAT, or FX, BT, 
FC, or something, then you may as well give it up cause it's not worth it, 

they will definately make you a believer that they're sick of graff.  

Youve been out the loop for some time, what have you been up to?  Do 
you still keep active painting?  If so, where and how?

 
I am doing really well now, I was up north from 01-06 and when I came 
home God blessed me in many areas of my life. I've never stopped do-
ing graff, alway's keeping my eyes open and still giving respect where 
it's due! Infact, I have my own spot too and I have every graffitti writer's 
dream.. Yup, my very own life sized replica of a NYC 5 line whole car 
with windows and all with the blue line (ok I let the cat out the bag).  Let 
it be known I dont put just anyone down (sorry). Yes I still paint, I just 
don't write HOZE no more, I stayed with ME3 as I had for the past 25yrs 
and I will be active for as long as there is ink in this world. I will be dis-
playing some work hopefully in your next issue as you have been there 

for the long journey too my friend.  

Any chase stories?  Name your funniest moment in graf?
 

Sad but true: I was doing a permission wall with NINE COD and he 
walked away to go pee and I got arrested for the weekend and lost $95 
worth of paint. Also sad: I went up-state one time with VERN and WEN 
to rack paint, and I was so tired I fell asleep in wen's car, an hour later the 
cops woke me up and said they were towing the car cause the trunk had 
over $2,000 worth of stolen paint & merchandise. Mad props to WEN, 
he gave me his cell phone and $40 dollars, and told me to call his girl to 
bail him out. Two things, one- I was broke, and two- I had no clue where 
I was, so the phone came in handy, and the money got me a bus ticket 
back home... Thanks WEN!!!  Last but not least, this was funny, when 
I was down with UW we went to BK to do a wall and TYKE winds up 
vampin' some kid for his camera. As we were almost done, MERK & 

TYKE fly past us so we start running to the train station. When we get 
on the train, Tyke had got maced in the face but still got the camera, so 
he pulls out a pint of Jack Daniels, exhales, and says " I need a drink!" 
then we all start crackin' up.. I want to thank you SIE, seriously.. Not 
too many cats have the opportunity to have a mag, and I will be one to 
say that I've done a few interviews with people, and we as a talented and 
blessed people should be looking to project that talent in positive ways 
to those who come behind us so that they can continue to have and show 
respect for those pioneers who for the love of their artistic skills, opened 
the doors to the world so that Graffitti can be recognized and accepted not 

hated and rejected....  ONE!  
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Copenhagen

Tweb & Sye

Sye & Knows (Wane COD)
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Copenhagen

Baghdad
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49 Illustration By Joshua Self

ECB, Nash, Does, Dater & Puppet
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issue #6, dec. 2009 
Send flicks/video to liquidteksmagazine@gmail.com

Interviews with SLIN2 FC, SUEIE CAC, VAN2
TATU XMEN, BT Crew, SOEM SC (Spain)

KID FREEZE among many others T.B.A. + the usual suspects, 
coverage of the rest of da World continues, more Body Graf, we 
cover Grafs best Vandals/Artists, and a whole lot more as we go 

from Season to Season, Coast to Coast, Left to Right...

FINAL THOUGHT  & QUESTION:
What are the requirements to

paint at the Hall of Fame?

™

Rest In Peace
CEET 3DB

SACE aka Dash Snow
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